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 Outdoor Signs
 Vinyl Signs, Vehicle Graphics
 Nameplates
 Plaques and Awards
 Promotional Items
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 Stamps
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To Order Call: 1 800 992-1738

The creation of your sign involves the precise layering
of each color.
This recent job required four separate applications
( red , t wo s had es of g re en a nd bl a ck ) o f ad he si ve
v in yl s. Ea ch col o r was ca re fu l ly app l ied to the wh i te
v in yl atop the aluminum panel to create the finished
sign.
The completed 3’x 5’ signs were placed throughout the
construction sites for t h i s l o c a l b u i l d e r t o remind
the various staff members, contractors, sub -contractors
a n d vendors about their jobsite rules.

Say it with style
If you have something to say, Arizona Correctional Industries
has the perfect way to help you say it.
From directional road signs or work-site notices to lapel
name tags, the crafts-people in our shops can create your
message with style:
 Engraved awards and recognition plaques in wood,
acrylic, metal or plastic are an ideal way to say
thank you .
 Nameplates engraved on wood-grain or marble laminates
can identify offices, work spaces or conference rooms
with a touch of elegance.
 It’s important that visitors know the way out or where to find the restrooms, and bright two color vinyl or engraved signs can provide the necessary guidance.
 Customized stamps can help you instantly convert generic forms and literature into important
branding opportunities
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Outdoor Signs
With Pictures or Words
Directions, cautions, instructions or a simple ”Come on in, we’re open!” carry more weight when
they’re presented professionally on one of our durable outdoor signs.
Constructed of aluminum in a variety of thicknesses, finishes and colors your message will endure year after year.

Tell Us What You Want to Say and Where You Want to Say It
We’ll help you figure out the specifications the sign-shop professionals will need to
create your signs. For instance, if you want to warn drivers that there may be students
crossing the street by your school, your sign could say that or you could use the universally-recognized yellow sign above.
Will the sign be on a permanent post, affixed to a wall or fastened to a portable stand (we also
make portable sign stands)?
Knowing the answers to these types of questions will help us determine:

 Dimensions: length and width, portrait or landscape. A sign on a bus stop shelter can be
much smaller than one at the top of a 20-story building.
 Thickness: 40, 63 or 80 thousandths of an inch (.040”, .063”, .080”) available.
 Mountings: necessary hole placement for attaching to your post,
wall or stand.
 Coating: Ultra Violet/Anti-Graffiti protective coating available.
 Single- or Double-Sided
 Background and Text:
 Color(s)
 Non-reflective
 Reflective
 High-Intensity
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Standard Traffic or Customized Company Signs
Most of the remaining specifications for traffic signs are standardized, so we’ll simply comply with those requirements,
but for signs you’re creating for other uses, our experienced customer service representatives will work with you to
determine:

 Background: color, reflective or non-reflective.
 Text: fonts, sizes, styles, colors.
 Corners: rounded or square.
 Border or no border.
 Logos and other graphics: we’ll help you provide
them in acceptable formats for use with our stateof-the-art equipment (see Digital Graphics Requirements on page 5).
 Quantity: how many signs do you need?

Delivery (anywhere in Arizona), basic typesetting and layout is included in our pricing.
ACI stocks primary colors in silkscreen inks and adhesive vinyls. Custom or PMS (Pantone Matching System)
colors will require additional charges. Please include an actual sample of the color for reference.
Not all colors can be matched exactly, but we will make every effort to match your color(s) as closely
as possible. Color blends and gradient fills are not reproducible with our production methods.

Pricing
Generally prices are determined by the thickness, finish (reflective or non-reflective) and size (total square feet of
your sign). Here is some sample pricing for Aluminum Signs with a color background and one text color (check website for current pricings) on the most common sign sizes. There is 15% premium for each additional background or text color.

quantity:

8” X 12”
1

6+

12” x 18”
1
6+

18” x 24”
1
6+

24” x 30”
1
6+

24” x 36”
1
6+

.040 Non-Reflective

$16.80

$15.96

$30.50

$28.98

$37.00

$35.15

$46.00 $43.70

$63.00

$59.85

.040 Reflective

$16.50

$15.68

$29.00

$27.55

$34.00

$32.30

$45.00 $42.75

$61.00

$57.95

.063 Non-Reflective

$17.60

$16.72

$26.50

$25.18

$34.00

$32.30

$48.00 $45.60

$68.00

$64.60

.063 Reflective

$17.20

$16.34

$27.00

$25.65

$32.00

$30.40

$46.00 $43.70

$66.00

$62.70

.080 High Intensity

$22.00

$20.90

$33.00

$31.35

$44.00

$41.80

$60.00 $57.00

$79.00

$75.05

.080 Non-Reflective

$17.20

$16.34

$29.30

$27.84

$39.50

$37.53

$54.00 $51.30

$72.00

$68.40

.080 Reflective

$17.80

$16.91

$28.50

$27.08

$40.00

$38.00

$52.00 $49.40

$70.00

$66.50

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

6+
Stop Sign Single Sided; 24”
Stop Sign with Handle Double-Sided; 18”

$48.00
$44.00

$45.60
$41.80

Larger sizes up to 4 feet by 10 feet are available. Of the thousands of signs ACI manufactures every year, these sizes
are the most common. As agencies and companies strive for a uniform, consistent look, these specifications have proven
very helpful.
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Digital Graphics Requirements
Vinyl Colors

After years of working with most state agencies, we
have an extensive library of graphic images in addition
to the universal traffic sign images. With the right kinds
of digital files we can also recreate your unique logos
and other graphics on silk-screened or adhesive vinyl
signs. But please remember that our highly-specialized
equipment requires specific digital files with vectorized
artwork.
Some programs that can generate these types of
graphic files include:

 Flexisign (version 10 or lower)
 Casemate
 Corel Draw (X4 or lower) ................................................ .cdr
 Adobe Illustrator (CS2 or lower) .......................................ai
Many programs can output acceptable files such as:

 Encapsulated Postscript .................................................... .eps
 Unsecured PDF (in PC format, high-res; 600+ dpi) .....pdf
 BMP (high-resolution; 600+ dpi) .................................. .bmp
 JPEG (high-resolution; 600+ dpi) .................................. .jpg
These file types are useable (in most cases), but extra charges
may apply if they need to be converted into vector art (such
costs priced individually).
Should a specific type font be required, the name and supplier
of the font should be included with your order. If we do not have
this font in our library, we will ask you for a copy of it from your
computer font library (or we will need to charge you for any
costs we incur to obtain it).
Please specify any Pantone Matching System (PMS) colors that
you want matched within your artwork. We will do our best to
match any colors you require, but it may not be possible to get
exact color matches.

Other Artwork Submission Options
We can also accept clean, camera-ready black and white artwork and bitmap artwork, but additional charges will apply to
scan, vectorize and clean up your artwork.
Faxes, copies, business cards, photographs and web images can
only be used for illustration. They are not usable in our processes.
Designs that require more than one rework and resubmission or
extraordinarily complex designs, will require additional design and
setup fees. These fees are quoted on a case-by-case basis.

Quality Products  Productive Lives
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Sign Order Worksheet
 Number of signs: _____
 Side:

 Single
 Double

 Thickness:  .040
 .063
 .080
 Height: _________  inches or  feet
 Width: __________  inches or  feet
 Background Color: _______
(see page 4 and below)
 Text:

Font: _________
Size: _________
Color: ________
 Non-reflective
 Reflective

 Corners:  Rounded
 Square
 Border:

 Required
 Not required

 Coating; Ultra-violet/Anti-graffiti protection

 Mounting Holes required:
 Yes  No
if yes, where:
 middle top and bottom (to affix to pole)
 four corners (to affix to wall or fence)
 other: ____________
if yes, hole size:
 0.125” (1/8” )
 0.25” (1/4” )
 0.375” (3/8” )
 other: ____________
 Graphics (including logos): _________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
 Digital Files
 Camera-ready
 Text (what your sign says): __________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

[Make copies of worksheet for each item in your order. Blank worksheets can be downloaded from the ACI website.]

Vinyl Colors (continued from page 5)
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Vinyl Letters, Numbers, Legends, Signs
Pressure-sensitive, computer-cut vinyl letters and numbers are the perfect medium for messages on windows, directories,
signs, vehicles or any other smooth, non-permeable surface. We send your sign to you properly spaced and aligned
for application, along with application instructions.
Standard letter heights for computer-cut signs range from 1” to 10” without a seam. Letter heights greater than 10”
will be quoted upon request. If font is not specified, we produce your legend in Helvetica. Legends can be cut in a
wide variety of premium vinyls and colors as well as in promotional grade vinyls.
Non-reflective legends can be produced either forward cut for surface application or reverse cut for application to the
inside of windows or glass doors.

 Cut:

Vinyl Legend Order Worksheet
 # ___ of identical signs
 Letter height : ____ (determined by height of capitals)
 Desired font: __________

 forward (exterior surface application)
 reverse (interior window or glass door app.)

 Area (dimensions of space where sign to be applied):
Height: ______  inches or  feet
Width: ______  inches or  feet

 Case:

 all upper case
 all lower case
 upper/lower case

 Other options, instructions:
________________________________________
________________________________________

 Color:

______________
 reflective
 non-reflective

 Text: ___________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

Pre-spaced Letter Ht
Item

1”
Product Code

Non-Reflective Vinyl

3”

4”

Price Product Code

Price Product Code

Price

Product Code

Price

SN1801NR $0.22 SN1802NR $0.32 SN1803NR $0.37 SN1804NR

$0.39

SN1805NR

$0.46

$1.20

SN1805R

$1.75

Reflective Vinyl

Price Product Code

SN1801R $0.43

Pre-spaced Letter Ht

Non-Reflective Vinyl

2”

6”

SN1802R $0.90

7”

SN1803R $1.10

SN1804R

8”

9”

SN1806NR $0.57 SN1807NR $0.68 SN1808NR $0.74 SN1809NR

Reflective Vinyl

SN1806R $2.00

SN1807R $2.50

SN1808R $2.80

5”

SN1809R

10”
$0.89

SN1810NR

$1.06

$3.50

SN1810R

$5.90

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

Vehicle
Graphics
High-quality, durable and economical vehicle and fleet graphics can take your
important messages on the road. Whether identifying official vehicles or advertising
commercial products and services— no matter how large or small the fleet—turn
to ACI. We use high quality vinyl fleet markings, precise computer-cut graphics in
multiple sizes and colors. Or we can create custom colors to match your design.
Application over rivets or corrugations is no problem with positionable vinyl.
If you want your vehicle message visible at night, we can use reflective vinyl. Our
design team can take graphics from raw concept to finished artwork.

Order Worksheet

# __ of vehicles
 Colors (see pages 5 & 6): ____________________________________
 Description of graphics required: _____________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

Quality Products  Productive Lives
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Engraving
Nameplates
Engraved nameplates are made of laminated plastic or metal with
marble finish. They are available in a wide range of colors and sizes.
The price of each nameplate includes up to two lines of text
(additional text lines can be purchased).
Unless otherwise specified, these specifications will be used:

 laminated plastic
 names and departments will be in all upper case
 titles will be in initial upper case
 All text will be in Block Normal font.

Nameplate Order Worksheet
 #____ of identically sized nameplates
Material:

  Laminated plastic
Color (see page 9, Plastic Options): ________________________________
Dimensions:  1” x 10”
 1.5” x 10”
 2” x 8”  2” x 10”
  Metal
Dimensions:

Finish (see page 11, Metal Options): ________________________________
 2” x 8”
 2” x 10”

 Text for each nameplate:
1. ____________________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________________________________________________
Options (additional costs):

  Additional line of text: _________________________________________________________________
 Backing:

 Adhesive  Magnet  Velcro

 Holder style:  Desk

 Wall

 Holder Size:

 2” x 10”  2” x 12”

 2” x 8”

 Dual Holder:  3.5” x 9”
 4” x 10”
 Groove:

 Single

 3” x 10”

 Bracket

3.5” x 10”
 4” x 12”

 Double

 Holder color:  Silver  Rose Gold  Bright Gold
Wall Nameplate Holders
[Make copies of worksheet for each item in your order. Blank worksheets can be downloaded from the ACI website.]

aci.az.gov
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Complete list of options available on website. For metal options see page 11.

2” x 8”
Item

Plastic Nameplate
Metal Nameplate
Desk Holder (Single Groove)
Desk Holder (Double Groove)
Walnut Easel
Wall Plate Holder

Product Code
EN0008

$5.70

EN0008M

$5.60

EN00158

$5.60

EN00488

$4.60

n/a
EN00368

n/a
$2.85

Price

2” x 10”
Product Code

Price

2” x 12”
Product Code

Price

EN0010

$6.15

EN001202

$7.25

EN0010M

$6.45

n/a

n/a

EN001510

$6.20

EN001512

$6.20

EN004810

$4.20

n/a

n/a

EN001002
EN003610

$21.00
$3.20

n/a
EN003612G

n/a
$3.80

Product Code

Price

EN0012
EN0011
EN0023

$5.85
$6.15
$10.90

EN0024
EN0022
EN0025
EN0026
EN0412
EN0000L
EN0000LA
EN0000LMB
EN0000LV

$11.65
$6.20
$9.40
$10.10
$6.85
$0.85
$0.47
$0.85
$0.57

Item

Size

Nameplate [plastic]
Nameplate [plastic]
Dual Desk Plate Holder

1” x 10”
1.5” x 10”
2” x 9” / 1.5” x 9”

Dual Desk Name Plate Holder
Counter Sign Holder
Dual Wallplate Holder
Dual Wall Plate Holder
Dual Wall Plate Holder
Additional Text Line
Adhesive Backing
Magnetic Backing
Velcro Backing

2” x 10” / 1.5” x 10”
0.625” x 10”
2” x 10” and 1” x 10”
4” x 10” with two 2” double grooves
4” x 12” #49 Gold
for EN0008, EN0010, EN0008M, EN0010M
for EN0008, EN0010
for EN0008, EN0010
for EN0008, EN0010

2”

Wall
Brackets

Product Code

EN00382

3”
Price
$3.60

Product Code
EN00383

4”
Price
$4.10

Product Code
EN00384

5”
Price
$5.10

Product Code
EN00385

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

Desk Nameplate holders
(silver, bright gold, rose gold)

Desk Nameplate holders (double)
(silver, bright gold, rose gold)

Quality Products  Productive Lives

Namplate wall brakets
(rose gold, silver)

Price
$5.65
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Name Badge Order Worksheet
 Metal

 Style:  Plastic

 Pocket

 Size: 1” x 3”

 Size: 3/8” x 2 1/4”

 Size: 2 1/2” x 3”

 Quantity: _________

 Quantity: _________

 Quantity: _________

 Color:
 Black
 White
 White
 Red
 Light Blue
 Apple Green
 Orange

 Color:
 Gold
 Silver

 Color:
 Black
 White
 White
 Red
 Light Blue
 Apple Green
 Orange

 Fastener Type:
 Safety Pin
 Swivel
 Alligator

- Text
- White
- Black
- Red
- White
- White
- White
- White

 Clutch
 Magnet

 Text for each:
________________________
________________________
________________________

- Text
- Black
- Black

 Fastener Type: Clutch
 Text for each:
________________________
________________________

______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
_____________________

- Text
- White
- Black
- Red
- White
- White
- White
- White

 Fastener Type: none
 Text for each:
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

[Make copies of worksheet for each item in your order. Blank worksheets can be downloaded from the ACI website.]
Item

Size

Product Code

Price

Silver Metal

0.375” x 2.5”

EN0088

$5.05

Gold Metal

0.375” x 2.25”

EN0088G

$5.05

Plastic with Pin Back

1” x 3”

EN0020

$9.45

Plastic with Magnetic Back

1” x 3”

EN0020MB

$5.80

EN0029

$8.90

Pocket - Text Only

2.5” x 3”

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check
website for current pricing.
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Plaques and Awards
Say ”thank you,” ”great job” or ”congratulations” in style with customized plaques and awards from ACI’s engraving
and sublimation shops.
Your message is engraved on a colorful metal plate highlighted with brass or aluminum framing. It is then mounted on
a solid walnut, cherry wood or walnut veneer plaque. Engraved graphics are available at additional cost.

Metal Options
For nameplates or plaques. Complete list of options available on website.

With sublimation you can bring vivid, four-color photo-quality images to your plaques. The graphics you provide (see
digital Graphics requirements on page 5) are permanently affixed to a metal plate framed in brass or aluminum and
mounted on a solid walnut or walnut veneer plaque.

Arizona-Shaped Walnut Wood Finish Plaques
Code
7

7/8”

Price

x 9” .. Veneer ........................................PLV0809AZ ........................$37.75

8” x 10” ...... Walnut Wood ..........................PLWW0810AZ .................$43.55
8” x 10” ..... Sublimated Marble Face ......PLS0810AZ ........................$37.50
10” x 12” ... Veneer ........................................PLV1012AZ ........................$43.90
10” x 12” ... Sublimated Marble Face ......PLS1012AZ ........................$45.50
10” x 12” ... Walnut Wood ..........................PLWW1012AZ .................$62.70
12” x 15” ... Walnut Wood ..........................PLWW1215AZ .................$81.40
12” x 15” ... Sublimated ................................PLS1215AZ ........................$61.90

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

Quality Products  Productive Lives
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Rectangular Wood Finish Plaques
Walnut Veneer

Code

Price

4” x 6” ............ Marble Face............ PLV0406RECT .......... $11.75
6” x 8” ........... Marble Face............ PLV0608RECT .......... $25.80
6” x 8” ..............Sublimated ............ PLS0608RECT ........... $23.90
7” x 9” ...............Sublimated ........... PLS0709RECT ........... $30.50
8” x 10”.............Marble Face ......... PLS0810RECT ........... $31.70
9” x 12” ...........Marble Face ......... PLS0912RECT ........... $24.50
9” x 12” ...........w/black edge....... PLV0912RECT .......... $24.00

Solid Walnut
7” x 9” ............................................ Marble Face ............................................................................ PLWW0709RECT ..... $35.60
8” x 10” .......................................... Marble Face ............................................................................ PLWW0810RECT ..... $36.45
8” x 10” .......................................... Sublimated ............................................................................... PLSWW0810RECT ... $33.00
9” x 12” .......................................... Marble Face ............................................................................ PLWW0912RECT ..... $44.15
10 1/2” x 13” ............................... ................................................................................................... PLWW1113RECT ..... $44.35
12” x 15” ........................................ Marble Face ............................................................................ PLWW1215RECT ..... $79.30

Cherry Wood
8” x 10” ......................... PLWC0810RECT...................... $50.40
9” x 12” ......................... PLWC0912RECT...................... $60.25
11” x 14” ...................... PLWC1114RECT...................... $65.80

Certificate Holders
10 1/2” x 13” ........ Cherry Veneer with Acrylic Certificate Holder ...................................... PLCERT1013 ............... $16.15
Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

aci.az.gov
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Walnut Desk Easel
10” x 2” with Nameplate ....................................... EN001002 .................. $21.00

Perpetual Plaques
Permanent display plaques with either 12 or 24 engraving plates. They also
include a plastic picture holder, which can be replaced with an engraved plate
(for an additional charge). Engraved graphics are available at additional cost.
Available in solid wood cherry or veneer finishes.
Code

Price

9” x 12” ...................... 12 plates ......................................................................... PLP0912............................................... $76.20
10” x 13” .................... Cherry; 12 plates........................................................... PLP1014............................................... $65.50
13 1/2” x 15” ............. 24 plates ......................................................................... PLP1415............................................ $104.40
7/8”

x 2 1/2” ............... Individual Name Plate for 12-Space Plaque ........... PLPBLANKS ............................................ $6.15

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

Solid Walnut

Cherry Veneer

Walnut Laminate

Quality Products  Productive Lives
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Plaque Order Worksheet
 Engraved

 Sublimated

Quantity: ______

Quantity: ______

Metal Code: _______________
Shape:

 Rectangular

Height: _________ inches

(see page 10)

Shape:  Rectangular

 Arizona

 Arizona

Height: _________ inches

Width: __________ inches

Width: __________ inches

Finish:

Plaque:  Solid Walnut  Cherry Wood
Text:

 Walnut Wood  Walnut Veneer

Four-color graphics digital file(s) (see digital reqs pg 5.):

 Walnut Veneer

___________________________________________

_____________________________________

___________________________________________

_____________________________________

___________________________________________

_____________________________________

Other instructions: _____________________________

_____________________________________

___________________________________________

_____________________________________

___________________________________________

aci.az.gov
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Awards
Acrylic awards and plaques are engraved with your text. Engraved graphics are available at additional cost.
3” x 7” Acrylic Arch with Base (PLB0307PLASTIC) ......................................... PLA0307ARCH.................................... $21.80
5 1/2” x 7 1/2” Acrylic Small Arizona Shape with Base ................................. PLA0608AZ ......................................... $24.20
8” x 10” Acrylic Lunar with Marble Face ......................................................... PLA0810LUNAR.................................. $52.50
8” x 10” Acrylic Rectangular with Marble ....................................................... PLA0810MARBLE................................ $34.45
8” x 10” Acrylic with Clear Border .................................................................... PLA0810CLEAR................................... $34.45
9” x 11” Acrylic Stars and Stripes ..................................................................... PLA0911STARS................................... $38.10
3” x 7” Award Bases
Weighted Plastic Black or White (included with PLA0307ARCH) ................ PLB0307PLASTIC .................................. $1.60
Weighted Plastic Pedestal Black or Gold ........................................................ PLB0307Weighted .............................. $2.30
Brass Column........................................................................................................... PLB0307Brass ....................................... $4.50
Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.

Pop-InTM Marbleized Acrylic awards [PLA0307ARCH] with a choice of 3 marble colors. Includes a weighted plastic
base (PLB0307PLASTIC]) in black or white. The Weighted Plastic Pedestal (black or gold) or brass column base can
be substituted for an additional charge (sold separately).

Pop-InTM Bases:

Brass Column

Plastic Pedestal

Weighted Plastic

Quality Products  Productive Lives
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Arizona-Shaped Acrylic with base [PLA0608AZ]

Border Acrylic Clear Plaques [PLA0810CLEAR]
Color:

 Red

 Blue

Acrylic Stars and Stripes [PLA0911STARS]

Silver Lunar with Marble Face [PLA0810LUNAR]

Acrylic Rectangular with Marble [PLA0810MARBLE]
Color:

 Black

aci.az.gov

 Red

 Blue

 Green
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Award Order Worksheet
Quantity: ______

 3” x 7” Acrylic Arch with Base (PLB0307PLASTIC) ................................... PLA0307ARCH.................................... $21.80
Color:  Black

 Red

 Blue

Base:

 Weighted Plastic  Black or White.......................................... PLB0307PLASTIC .......................... (included )
 Weighted Plastic Pedestal  Black or Gold.............................. PLB0307Weighted ....... (additional) $2.30
 Brass Column ......................................................................................... PLB0307Brass ................ (additional) $4.50
 5 1/2” x 7 1/2” Acrylic Small Arizona Shape with Base ........................... PLA0608AZ ......................................... $24.20
 8” x 10” Acrylic Lunar with Marble Face ................................................... PLA0810LUNAR.................................. $52.50
Color:  Black  Red  Blue  Green

 8” x 10” Acrylic Rectangular with Marble ................................................. PLA0810MARBLE................................ $34.45
Color:  Black  Red  Blue  Green

 8” x 10” Acrylic with Clear Border .............................................................. PLA0810CLEAR................................... $34.45
Color:  Red

 Blue

 9” x 11” Acrylic Stars and Stripes ............................................................... PLA0911STARS................................... $38.10
Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.
Text:

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Quality Products  Productive Lives
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Sublimated Promotional Items
Sublimation works through the combination of special inks, heat, and pressure. The special
ink has the ability to bond to many different types of items as the dye penetrates the
surface and gives the finished piece a smooth finish; unlike the feel of a decal.
Sublimated images are extremely durable and permanent with a full-color vibrancy – truly photorealistic. We stock a
limited supply of specially-treated ceramic mugs, mouse pads, stainless travel mugs, white T-shirts and magnets (in
selected sizes). Many other items, such as key chains, iPhone cases, bags are also available for sublimating your
message. Ask your sales or customer service representative for details.

Order Worksheet
Quantity: ____________
Item:  Stock. Product Code: _______________ (see price lists pages 11, 12 and 19)
 Magnet (see price list page 19)
dimensions: _______” x _______”
 Other. Explain: ___________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

aci.az.gov
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Sublimation Pricing
Item

Size

Product Code

Price

White Mouse Pad

8” x 9”

SUBMOUSEPAD

$12.90

White Ceramic

11 oz.

SUBMUG1WHITE

$10.20

White Ceramic

15 oz.

SUBMUG2WHITE

$10.55

Stainless Travel

15 oz.

SUBMUG2STAINLESS

$16.70

2” x 3.5”

SUBMAG023.5

$11.60

3” x 5”

SUBMAG0404

$12.10

4” x 6”

SUBMAG0606

$12.50

5” x 7”

SUBMAG0410

$12.30

7” x 9”

SUBMAG0808

$13.40

8” x 10”

SUBMAG0612

$12.60

10” x 12”

SUBMAG0810

$13.70

12”

x 20”

SUBMAG1212

$14.40

Small

SUBTSHIRTSM

$14.60

Medium

SUBTSHIRTMD

$14.60

Large

SUBTSHIRTLG

$14.60

X-Large

SUBTSHIRTXLG

$14.60

2X-Large

SUBTSHIRT2XL

$16.60

3X-Large

SUBTSHIRT3XL

$16.70

Mug

White Magnetic Sign

Adult T-Shirt, white 50% cotton and 50% polyester

See also Plaques pages 11 and 12

Novelty Embossed License Plates Pricing (see page 20)
Item

Product Code

Price

Single Line Aluminum Embossed Plate

WMLP1045

$6.00

Double Line Aluminum Embossed Plate

WMLP1045D

$6.00

Single Line Copper Embossed Plate

WMLP1046

$14.00

Double Line Copper Embossed Plate

WMLP1046D

$14.00

Aluminum Embossed Motorcycle Plate

WMLP1052

$5.00

Copper Embossed Motorcycle Plate

WMLP1055

$8.00

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.
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To Order Call: 1 800 992-1738

Digital License Plates
Want your logo on a license plate? A picture of your family or your dog? With our full color process, we can make a
license plate as unique as you are. Contact your ACI Customer Service Rep to create your personalized sublimated license plate.

Order Worksheet
6” x 12” .............. White ................ SUBLICENSEPLATE ..............................$13.60

 Number of plates: __________
 Style:  Text on standard plate ___________________________
Text: _______________________________________
Color: ______________________________________

 

 Full-color graphic
Graphic: ____________________________________

Top and bottom plates are Standard
Arizona license plates atop which you
can add your own text. Or you can
provide your own graphics

Novelty Embossed License Plates
Traditional embossed plates in aluminum or copper can include a top
legend (Arizona) or a bottom tagline (Grand Canyon State) or both.
Copper embossed plates have separate letter colors available to
choose from. (see page 19 for prices)

Order Worksheet
 Lines

One, enter text: _____________
Two, enter text: _____________
 Style:

[7 character maximum, including spaces]
_______________ [8 character maximum, per line]

 Standard (6” x 12” )  Motorcycle

 Material:  Aluminum

 Copper

 Legend(s)  Top ”Arizona”
 Bottom ”Grand Canyon State”
 Both top and bottom

aci.az.gov

 Letter Color:

 Black
 Reflex Blue
 Bright Red
 Stop Sign Red
 Warm Red
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ADA and Engraved
Plastic Signs
Internal spaces are fraught with dangers,
especially for staff, students, or visitors with
disabilities. ADA (Americans with Disabilities
Act) signs include Braille to allow the vision
impaired to “read” door labels and other
important directional signs throughout your
facilities.
ADA recommends a 70% color contrast factor
in all engraved signs. For example, a red sign
with white lettering is considered high contrast, whereas a white sign with beige lettering would not meet this standard. As per the
ADA requirements, all ACI plastic signs have
minimum 5/8” tall, raised lettering.
The signs are made of laminated plastic using Block Normal font for all text, unless otherwise specified. Basic layout
of your sign is included in our prices. More complex graphics or logos may require an additional fee.

 Dimensions:

Order Worksheet
 Number of signs: __________
 Font:  Block Normal
 Other (specify): _________________
 Text: ___________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
 Graphics: _______________________________
_______________________________________
 Sign Color
 White

Text Color
 White

 2” x 4”
 2” x 8”
 2” x 9”
 2” x 10”
 8” x 8”
 Other:

 4”
 4”
 4”
 4”
 9”

x 4”
x 8”
x 10”
x 12”
x 9”

Height: ____”

 6” x 6”
 6” x 8”
 6” x 9”
 6” x 12”
 12” x 12”
Width: ___ ”

  include Braille insert
 Mounting:

 Velcro
 Double-sided tape
 Mounting holes, where: _____________________
 Other: __________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

 Black

 Black

 Red

 Red

 Blue

 Blue

 Beige

 Beige

 Maroon

 Maroon

 Green

 Green

 Brown

 Brown

 Other: _________

 Other: ________

Engraved Plastic/ADA Sign ................................................ ADA0101...................................................... $0.85 per square inch
Note: price as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing
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To Order Call: 1 800 992-1738

Self-Inking Stamps
The KwikStamp XL from ACI features a lighter more
contemporary design and state-of-the-art interior
mechanism for smoother-than-ever stamping action.
Available in six sizes, there’s a KwikStamp for every
stamping need.

Stamp Order Worksheet
Font size: ______
Font:

 Arial
 Other: __________________________

Ink color:  black  blue  red
Additional cost graphics options:

 One-Color logo (see Digital requirements on page 5.), file name: _____________________________________
 One-Color signature (provide with order using gel pen on photographic paper, priced individually).
Dimensions

Imprint Lines

Text Size (pts)

Max Chars/line

Max
Chars

Product Code

Price

 1 5/8” x 5/8”

4

8

27

108

STAMP001

$10.15

 2 1/4” x 7/8”

5

12

35

175

STAMP002

$12.00

 2 3/4” x 3/4”

4

10

47

188

STAMP003

$13.40

 3” x 1 1/2”

7

14

43

301

STAMP004

$14.70

 3” x 1 1/2”

Changeable Date

n/a

n/a

n/a

STAMP005

$29.80

 2” round

Changeable Date

n/a

n/a

n/a

STAMP006

$37.90

 2 oz

Ink Refill

Black

Non-Permanent

n/a

STAMPIKB

$3.90

 2 oz

Ink Refill

Blue

Non-Permanent

n/a

STAMPIKBLU

$4.50

 2 oz

Ink Refill

Red

Non-Permanent

n/a

STAMPIKR

$3.90

cost per hour

n/a

n/a

SNARTWORK

$10.00

 Graphics

1-C logo or signature

Note: prices as of March 2014, please check website for current pricing.
Text Line: 1. _________________________________________________________________________________
2. _________________________________________________________________________________
3. _________________________________________________________________________________
4. _________________________________________________________________________________
5. _________________________________________________________________________________
6. _________________________________________________________________________________
7. _________________________________________________________________________________

aci.az.gov
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Quote Request
Name: ______________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________

Company: ___________________________________________________________

Purchase Order: ____________________________________

Street: ______________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________

City: ________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________________________

Zip Code: ____________________________________________________________

Fax Number: ________________________________________

Bill to (Check here __ if same as above.)

Name: _____________________________________________

Street: ______________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________

City: ________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________________________

Zip Code: ____________________________________________________________

Fax Number: ________________________________________

Ship to (Same as top address __ Bill to address __ above.)

Name: _____________________________________________

Street: ______________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________

City: ________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: ______________________________________

Zip Code: ____________________________________________________________

Fax Number: ________________________________________

Item Code

Description

Size/Color

Unit Price

Qty

Line Total

Subtotal
By signing below, I am certifying that I am an authorized purchasing agent for the
above named company.

Sales Tax 8.3%
Freight

Authorized Signature: _______________________________________________________
Total

Please sign and fax completed Quote Request to 602-272-1007
Quality Products  Productive Lives

Arizona Correctional Industries
Quality Products  Productive Lives
 Outdoor Signs
 Vinyl Signs, Vehicle Graphics
 Nameplates
 Plaques and Awards
 Promotional Items
 Indoor Plastic ADA Signs
 Stamps
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3701 West Cambridge Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85009
602 272-7600
Fax: 602 272-1007
RKahn@azcorrections.gov

<<Fname>> <<Lname>>, <<title>>
<<Organization>>
<<Street>> <<room/mail stop>>
<<City>>, <<State>> <<ZipCode>>

